
Active learning@Home provides parents and caregivers with easy-to-do CAPS-based activities per Grade to support their children's learning at home 

Parent Corner 
Just about everything we buy is 
labelled. Clothes hove wash and 
core labels, food hos ingredients 
labels and many household 
cleaners hove instructions for use 
and warnings on their labels. 
Although we usually ignore them, 
labels are full of useful and 
important information. Also, labels 
are a great way of doing some 
reading. 
You may not have too many books, 
but there are labels all over your 
home that your children can read 
and learn from. 

Book of the day 
Abike's day. Maths is all around us 
and forms part of our daily lives. It is 
not a subject to be learnt and 
forgotten at school. Abike's Day is a 
short and colourful story about how 
a young girl uses moths in her day
to-day life. In 
the same way, we 
will use maths 
in the kitchen. 
After reading the 
story, try to think 
of the many ways 
maths helps you 
every day. 
You can find Abdike's Day at 
www.africanstorybook.org 
(Type the name in the search bar) 

Online Resources 
FREE online 
applications 
(Apps) recognised 
by the 
Department of 
Basic Education 
(linked to the 
curriculum) are 
available. 

These provide support materials in 
all languages for several Grades. 
2Enabl� register here: 
https:7Lwww.2enable.org/ 
Also visit the DBE's Cloud at: 
https:// d becloud.org.za. 

What's in a label? 

Learning together is FUN
Do the following activities with your child. It is linked to the work that he or she is already doing in 

class. In this way you help him or her to stay up to date with his or her learning. 

Clothes and foodlabel 
What can you learn about your clothes? Did 
you know you can find the size, what material 
the clothing is made from, how to care for the 
clothing and sometimes where it was made - 
all from a little label.

Label hunt: Have some fun hunting through 
your home and find: 
· A size small (s) top.
· A pair of trousers made of cotton.
· Any clothing sized XL.
· Three pieces of clothing made in Chino.
·A top you cannot iron.
· Anything that must be washed in cold water.

What is in your food?
After exploring your clothes, collect a few food 
items, for example cans of beans. They all have 
lists of ingredients - meaning they list 
everything used to make the food. Here is a list 
of common ingredients. 
Check which of your foodstuffs have any of 
these ingredients: 
· Wheat · Vinegar
· Maize · Fish
·Sugar ·Beans
· Salt · Tomato sauce

·Chili
· Water
· Flavourings
· Monosodium
glutamate

Play today 

Measurements 
Food also has labels that show the ingredients 
and the weight of the item. Let's use these 
measurements to do some moth in the kitchen. 
To make a bean salad for 24 people you need 
8 x 410grams cans of beans. 
What is the total weight of beans in the salad? 
If you only have¾ of the number of cans, what 
will be the total weight of your salad? 
If you share your salad between your 24 guests, 
how much will each guest get? 

For the dressing 
Look at these measurements and circle which 
quantities make the most sense for making a 
salad dressing. Clue: look at the quantities of 
these foods if you have them at home - and 
think logically. 
250 ml or 250 1 oil 
100 ml or 1 kg vinegar 
250 ml or 25 g salt 
5 ml or 5 kg sugar 

vinegar 
oil "'""' 

Healthy Habits 
My Ingredients. Help your children make labels for themselves 
that show their "list of ingredients" (what they are made of). 
You need some paper, scissors and writing and drawing tools. 
The labels can be made in fancy shapes like the examples you 
see below. The ingredients can be physical like blood and 
bone, emotional like loving and caring, and also list skills like 
excellent at drawing. 
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Wash your hands regularly 
with soap and clean water 

for 20 seconds. 
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0 0 
PS: your children will treasure a label you make especially for 
them. It makes a great birthday gift. 
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Remember to keep it PLAYFUL and FUN. That is how children learn. 
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